ABSTRACT
Combining text and images is a powerful strategy in graphic design because images convey meaning faster, but text conveys more precise meaning. Word blends are a technique to combine both elements in a succinct yet expressive image. In a word blend, a letter is replaced by a symbol relevant to the message. This is difficult because the replacement must look blended enough to be readable, yet different enough to recognize the symbol. Currently, there are no known design principles to find the most aesthetically pleasing word blends. To establish these principles, we run two experiments and find that to be readable, the object should have a similar shape as the letter. However, to be aesthetically pleasing, the font should match some of the secondary features of the image: color, style, and thickness. We present WordBlender, an AI-powered design tool to quickly and easily create word blends based on these visual design principles. WordBlender automatically generates shape-based matches and allows users to explore combinations of color, style, and font that improve the design of blends.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Combining text and images is a powerful strategy in graphic design because images convey meaning faster, but text conveys more precise meaning [35]. There are many computational tools to help users in design tasks mixing text and images: laying out text and image elements [25, 30, 34], matching the mood of the image with the mood of the font [11], and generating graphics to help illustrate elements of a sports story [27]. WordBlends are a different way of combining words and images, not by placing them within a layout, but by blending them together to link concepts in a succinct, yet expressive manner.

Word blends are a common graphic design technique used in logos, posters, advertisements, and announcements to associate a word with a concept, like associating the Holland Tunnel with Christmas. To make a word blend, a designer replaces a letter in a word with a symbol relevant to the message. For example, a Christmas wreath in place of an “O” in “Holland” to make the Holland Tunnel seem more festive during December.

Word blends are hard for the same reason design is often hard: there is a large space of possible combinations, and unclear or contradictory rules to guide you. Figure 1 is an extreme example where The New York Times made fun of a bad word blend that has been hung prominently on the Holland Tunnel for years [15]. Their critique is that although replacing an O with a wreath is fine,
replacing the N with a tree is terribly unaesthetic, and replacing the U with a wreath makes “TUNNEL” look like “TONNEL.”

In this paper, we first run experiments to discover principles for making aesthetic word blends, then present a tool to aid users in following these principles. We show that the key property of a word blend is to match letters with objects of the same basic shape. Figure 1 shows this principle applied to fix the Holland Tunnel example. However, the highest rated aesthetic blends also match on secondary visual properties of the object: style, color and thickness. There are no explicit rules for choosing which secondary properties to blend. They are sometimes selected by feature in the image (like color) but sometimes selected based on qualities not in the image such as the mood of the font or connotation of the word. From these experiments, we present an interactive tool that helps users in their design process of finding a good word blend by generating multiple appropriate designs based on shape fit and allows users to make slight adjustments and select their favorite.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Automated Design Tools
Automated design tools have a long history of aiding people both within graphic design and outside graphic design. In graphic design, these tools can automatically make readable route maps [5], step-by-step assembly instructions [4], and diagrams for explaining how things work. A general framework for making automated design tools is to make a design problem a search problem [3], where design principles define a search space, and a set of constraints to guide the search.

Automated tools are also helpful in design tasks outside of graphic design: education [24], medicine [16], interior design [26], games [32], urban planning [7], and accessibility [13]. In many of these a similar approach is taken: search a space of combinations in order to maximize an objective function. This can also be done with more recent deep learning algorithms that do not use design principles, by simply learning from many examples. This has enabled fun tools such as Faceswap [28] and style transfer [18] as well as potential dangerous tools such as deep fakes [33]. Although these tools are fast, not all design problems can be done automatically. Many design problems are not fully specified and currently require human judgement and guidance.

2.2 AI Tools to Support the Design Process
Most design work is done through the iterative design process [29]. It acknowledges that not all the rules are known, and new problems and solution spaces may be discovered during the design process. Such a process is impossible to fully automate, however we can build AI tools to support each step of the iterative design process such as ideation [36, 37], search for existing solutions [12, 14, 20], prototyping [21, 22], refinement [6], synthesis [9, 19, 22] and evaluation [8]. Some tools even attempt to computationally aid every step of the design process [10, 23].

All these tools help users in two fundamental ways: (1) they help navigate the search faster with data mining, specialized search tools, and heuristic evaluation and (2) they reduce the time to create the artifacts by supporting prototyping, synthesis, and refinement. To help people create word blends, we seek to find as many design principles as possible, but if the rules are not clear, we can use interactive AI tools to guide the design process and allow people to make the final adjustments and selection of results.

3 DISCOVERING DESIGN PRINCIPLES
In a word blend, the object should be recognized both as itself, and as the letter of the word it replaces. According to cognitive neuroscience [1], the human visual system (HVS) uses four features to recognize an object: its rough shape, color, internal details, and fine-grained silhouette. This suggests that considering the principles of word blends, there are four dimensions to think about: shape, font-style, font-color, and font-thickness. Additionally, the HVS uses a hierarchy of these features: Basic shape is the first and most important features; color, details and silhouette are second. This indicates that the most important feature to match on is shape, and that font-style, color, and thickness should be considered after shape. From this theory we pose and test two hypotheses for design principles for word blends:

H1. Shape match. Viewers will prefer word blends with the exact match over both close and bad shape matches. Objects that are a poor match for the letters will negatively impact the aesthetics of the blend, like the tree covering the ‘N’ on the Holland Tunnel. Objects that are a close (but not exact match) to the letters will negatively impact the readability of the word, like the wreath in the ‘U’ of the Holland Tunnel. Although the viewer can probably still figure out meaning from context, the appearance and the context disagree and this will confuse and bother viewers.

H2. Secondary visual features. Viewers will prefer blends that match on 2 of the 3 secondary features, but it does not matter which ones they are. Three features will be too many to make the object stand out, and zero or one will be too few to look blended. Thus, matching on two secondary features will help the object balance between being individually recognizable and blended with the word.

3.1 Experiment 1: Shape Match
We first test whether exact shape match is preferred more than close shape match and bad shape match.

3.1.1 Method. To test shape match, we first identified exact, close, and bad letter matches between the letters in the alphabet. For example, the letter ‘P’ is closer to the letter ‘F’ than the letter ‘Z’. We compared capital letters to each other using pixel-by-pixel matching on images, recording the proportion that the pixels matched between the two letters. Each proportion was the sum of all mismatched pixels out of the total pixels in the overlapped letter images. Letters only had an exact match with themselves. The highest proportion after that was considered a close match. Anything with a low proportion was a bad match.

Then, we found 23 objects that were a very good match for 23 of the 26 capital letters of the alphabet in a sans-serif, medium weight, black font. We had three designers brainstorm and agree on the symbols for each letter. They couldn’t agree on good symbols for three letters, ‘S’, ‘R’, and ‘Z’; so we left them out of the test set. For all 23 objects, we created three word blends that placed the object in the spot of an exact, close, and bad match. See Figure 2.
For each set, we asked them to select their favorite blend. We ran this experiment and the next on the same 15 undergraduates (13 female). The experiment lasted 15 minutes and users were paid $10 for their time.

3.1.2 Results. In 84.9% of the cases (293/345) users preferred the exact match. In 12.4% of the cases (43/345) people preferred the close match, and in 2.6% of the cases users preferred the bad match (9/345). Overwhelmingly, users preferred the exact match. To test whether people prefer exact match, we ran a chi-squared test that showed that the number of people preferring the exact match is significantly different than the other cases ($\chi^2 (1) = 190.0, p < 0.0001$).

This test indicates support for H1 - that users prefer exact match shapes over close matches or bad matches.

Of the close matches that people were divided on, they were choosing between 'O' and 'Q', or 'M' and 'N' or 'C' and 'G'. It is possible that readability is preserved in these cases, making their choice aesthetic, rather than functional. We believe that the small number of people who chose the bad matches are negligible, and possibly due to oversight.

**Principle 1: Objects and letters should have exact shape match.**

3.2 Experiment 2: Color, Thickness, and Font Style Match

After matching an object based on shape, the blend will have a minimum level of readability and aesthetic quality. Next, we test whether we can maximize the aesthetic quality of the blend by using two of the three secondary visual features: font style, color, and thickness.

3.2.1 Method. To test the effect of secondary feature match on aesthetic quality, we took the 23 word blends with exact shape from the previous experiment and for each one create eight combinations of the three secondary features (serif/sans-serif, default color/matching color, thick/thin). We showed all 8 versions of each word blend to users in random order and asked them to select which blend they thought was the most readable and aesthetic.

3.2.2 Results. To test whether users prefer blends that match on exactly two secondary features, we ran a chi-squared test to see if the number of times people pick a blend with two matching features is better than chance. Contrary to H2, and we found that it was not. Users choose chose blends that matched on two features in only 41% of cases (142/345). By chance they would have chosen these in 37.5% of the cases. According to a chi-squared test these two are not statistically different ($\chi^2 (1) = 0.863, p < 0.35$).

In general, people preferred blends with more matches. They selected blends with 0 or 1 matches only 26.3% of the time (91/345). They chose blends with 2 or 3 matches (the maximum) the other 73.6% of the time (254/345). This difference is statistically significant ($\chi^2 (1) = 40.7, p < 0.0001$). To understand what was driving these choices, we looked at their explanations for their choices.

Some participants did agree with our hypothesized reasoning: that objects should blend with the text on two secondary principles, but stand out on one secondary principle. The most chosen blend for “CURVE” had matches on two secondary principles: serifs and thickness, but not color (Figure 2). P7 explain her choice by saying "if it’s all red, it’s a lot. the black is better".

However, for many other words, users overwhelmingly chose blends that had matches on all three secondary principles, such as “CAROLERS.” P10 said "the colors are matching and the serifs match with the curvature of the shoe." In retrospect, it is obvious why this blend isn’t too well matched. The red stripe details on the object naturally make it stand out against the green font. Another feature users mentioned but we did not consider was the connotation of the fonts. P5 chose the bold font for "MAXIMIZE" because “boldness reminds me of what it means to maximize.” and P4 picked a serif font for "JUSTICE" because “when I think of law, I think of this font” (p7).

This is an argument that we should not try to fully automate the design process - there are more secondary and possibly tertiary features of word blending that we might never be able to test. However, we can still support the user in making their choices easier.

**Principle 2: Blending multiple secondary principles is generally better, however, exact number and choice of secondary principles is left to the discretion of the user.
From these principles, we learned that shape match is most important, but the secondary visual aspects have more flexibility in their application. Thus, we designed WordBlender to first automatically generate word blends based on shape match, then allow flexibility for users to explore which secondary visual principles get blended. The WordBlender is a Flask-based web application that uses OpenCV, Tensorflow [2], NLTK, and Numpy on the back-end to run computer vision and deep learning algorithms to classify and generate word blends, and HTML5 and Fabric.js on the front-end to display word blends and allow users to edit them.

**Inputs** First the user inputs a word and concept to associate it with. For example, they may enter the word *carolers*, and want it associated with *Christmas*. First, they have to find symbols of Christmas. Our system speeds up this process by using NLTK, WordNet, and ConceptNet to find synonyms and related words for *Christmas*, then the Google Image Search API to display the top 10 results for each of those terms (Figure 3).

**Shape match** Once the set of symbols are found, the system finds matches between letters and symbols. There are two challenges here: first, automatically cropping the main object out of the images, and second, classifying which letter it looks most like. To extract the object, we use a pre-trained model for deeply supervised salient object detection [17] to get a mask of the object. We then use the mask to find contours and determine a bounding rectangle for the object. The image is then cropped to the bounding rectangle identified by finding contours with OpenCV. For most images, this runs quickly (less than 10 seconds) but doesn’t always produce an accurate mask so we use interactive GrabCut as a back-up [31] method of extraction.

To classify which letter the extracted object looks like, we run an algorithm that compares the image contours to contours of all the letters of the alphabet in two sans-serif fonts - a thin font (Avenir) and a thick font (Helvetica Bold). We resize the cropped object to letter size without changing the aspect ratio. We overlap our image with the letter image and calculate how many times in each pixel position the images don’t match. We divide this value by the total number of pixels to get the percentage mismatch. The user sees an ordered list of the 5 highest-ranked matching letters and can reorder the list if they see any errors. This result in an overall accuracy of 78.9% for matching a image to it’s correct letter in the top 5 results.

**Object Placement** After the shape and letter matches are found, the system displays them to the user. First, it needs to find the location of the target letter. To do this, it creates an image of the word and finds the bounding box for the target letter. We place the object in the word by using the bounding box identified for the corresponding letter and the bounding rectangle identified for the object. The scale factor is calculated by dividing the height of the box for the letter by the bounding rectangle of the object.

**Display and edit word blends** To display and edit a word blend on the front-end, we create a Fabric.js canvas that contains two text objects, each corresponding to the portion of the word before and after the letter, with a gap in the middle where the cropped image is placed. All three objects within the canvas can be moved, resized, and rotated. A color can also be selected from the image using and HTML5 color picker, which automatically turns both text objects to that color. This allows users to do fine-grained editing of each blend. In addition to editing each blend, we produce multiple word blends with different combinations of the objects in the database and different fonts in different weights and styles. The user can also change the color of the text by using an HTML5 color picker. Once the user finds a word blend they think is good they can download the blend from the canvas as a png and import it into any application they want to use.

## 5 Conclusion and Future Work

Even when fully automatic tools fail, AI tools can support stages of the design process to expand the search, or speed up the synthesis of designs. For creating word blends, we have shown how some design principles are reliable enough to be executed fully automatically, but other design principles still require human perceptions and judgement to apply well. In informal trials with novices and experts, we have found that the WordBlender tool greatly speeds up the exploration and execution of designs. Users are often surprised by how much the secondary design principles improve the aesthetics of their design. In future work, we will study the benefits of the tool in terms of time and creativity gains of using a tool.